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-2GENERAL
Byrd. Station: The winter personnel change-over was completed during the
month. Summer station activities included repairs and modifications to the
scientific buildings. A trip was made to the abandoned old. Byrd Station on
the 6th of the month in connection with tests of the traverse vehicles.
Eights Station: A new crew assumed responsibility in November, and
began making minor changes and modifications necessary for the coming year.
Frequent storms have hampered outside work. Plans are being finalized to
control future snowdrifts and minimize the accumulation problem, without a
relocation of the camp site buildings on the surface.
Hallett Station: A severe storm at the beginning of the month resulted
in damage to the two U.S. Army helicopters assigned to support the geological
and surface geodetic control parties in this area, and both programs have
been temporarily canceled. There have been a number of unavoidable power
shut-downs of generally short duration associated with the installation of
new cables. Some rearrangements have been made for better utilization of
the two darkrooms used for film processing.
McMurdo Station: On the 30th of November, two Soviet L18 turboprop
transports landed at McMurdo en route to the USSR base at Mirnyy. The 72
passengers aboard the two aircraft were advance members of the Soviets'
Ninth Antarctic Expedition. The flights began in Moscow on November 20th
and landed en route at New Delhi, Rangoon, Jakarta, Daiwin, Sydney and
Christchurch. The party is expected to depart from McMurdo for Mirnyy within
a few days.
Construction of scientific barracks and buildings is under way. One
new barracks building has been completed except for fixtures and furniture,
and the earth sciences building is nearly up. The old James-way living
quarters were abandoned and removed to make way for improved Jamesway
construction.
South Pole Station: All of the scientific staff for the 1964 winter
were at the station except for one neither. Construction work will be started
in mid-December. The annual Thanksgiving touch-football game between the
Seabees and the wintering-over personnel, played in a temperature of -380F.,
was won by the Seabees 6 to 0.
Wilkes Station: Summer work at the camp continues and inside painting
is nearly completed. Ramp construction for the resupply ship has started
with considerable blasting to break away the ice. A work party spent two
weeks at the Site 2 camp 50 miles inland making glaciological measurements
and cleaning up the substation.
A giant petrel was captured and banded on the 23rd.
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Bird Island, South Georgia:
Johns Hopkins University and Bernice F, Bishop Museum: There has
been progressive thawing during the month and most of the snow cover has
gone from the lower altitudes. A sealing vessel stopped by on the 20th of
November and one of the scientists made a trip to Grytviken .in South Georgia.
A deep-freezer has been installed and is operating at _300C. All huts have
been painted and the 250-hour generator maintenance carried out.
The leopard seals have now gone but the fur seal population is increasing
rapidly, with the first pups noted on the 18th. Pathological work has been
started on the seals. The wandering albatrosses are now returning and one
Wanderer with a Russian band has been recovered. Five-year old giant petrels
and Mollymauks are common,
Hallett Station:
Clark University: The work in this program has centered on the
isolation of single fungal spores from New Zealand and Antarctic lichens,
and over 1000 have been isolated since the arrival of the party on the last
day of October, most of these being Antarctic forms, Attempts are being
made to place all specimens in proper genera and prepare fhem for herbarium
storage by taxonomists. About 50 single cell isolations of lichen algae
have been made. Data has been recorded on various aspects of spore discharge such as distance, quantity, time of discharge, as well as the effect of
temperature on spore germination. Free-living fungi, algae and bacteria are
being isolated from the soil and air for comparison with the lichenized forms,
Ohio State University: Lichen growth studies, initiated in previous years, were renewed with the arrival of investigators on the last day
of October. Following servicing and calibration of the recorders the microclimate measurement equipment has been in operation since November 10. Periodic measurements of wind velocity were also made at various levels from
the surface to 7 feet, In the growth rate measurements, 55 previously marked
lichens have been re-photographe±. Petri dishes have been exposed for onehalf hour daily for the trapping and isolation of airborne fungi. Some soil
samples have been cultured, and fungi and algae isolated in pure culture.
Weekly moisture determinations have been made of the algae, moss and three
different lichens. With the assistance of cartographers from the U.S.
Geological Survey, a detailed map has been made of the local study area.
New Zealand Program: Investigations continue on the Adlie
penguins, including a study of yolk-albumen content of eggs. The skua
program involves general population studies and band number readings made
when the first eggs are laid. One hundred and twenty nests with eggs
were counted and mapped, and 196 bands identified. The snow petrel colony
was visited twice, on the 1st of November and on the 25th . On the first visit large numbers of petrels were present with one pair or a single bird only in
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each burrow but on the 25th few birds were present and only one pair found
in one burrow. Approximately 24 Wilson storm petrels were observed during
the second visit, all having arrived since the first (risit.
McMurdo Station:
Biolab, Stanford University: The entire stock, shelf and cabinet
area of the north lab has been removed to the southern portion in order to
make available a 16' x 19' area for dust-free microbiological work. Special
wall material has been secured in order to isolate this dust-free section
from the main storage area. An autoclave, drying oven and refrigerator were
installed near the large sink just inside the main entrance to the lab, with
the microfilming and reader units moved to a library area. The compressor
and the freezing unit of the tissue freezing equipment have been repaired.
New York Zoological Society: The work on the Weddell seals at
McMurdo included the study of heartbeats, heat regulation, eating and
nursing habits, thermo-regulation and metabolic energy. An effort was made
also to learn as much as possible about reaction to captivity. Other miscellaneous work included the collection of micro-flora of intestinal tracts,
collections of seal blood for later serological tests, still and motion
picture photography on seal behavior under the 8-foot ice cover, underwater sounds, and the measurement of internal organs and study of liver
tissue. Studies of the rear flippers were also made as these are potential
heat dissipators, possibly with the same double arterial system as the walrus
flippers.
Six seals were selected for removal to the New York Aquarium: an adult
female and her male pup, an orphaned female pup, a yearling male, a 3-year
old male and a 4-year old female. On the 12 9 000 mile trip, the three older
seals, despite tranquillizers administered, perished,but the three younger
ones arrived safely. These are believed to be the first of their species
to survive after leaving Antarctica.
Stanford University: Feeding and growth experiments started on
the Trematomus bernacchii in late winter were completed and metabolism experiments started. A series of experiments has also been initiated with
Trematomus borchgrevinki to determine the effects of temperature and aggregation on the metabolic requirements for swimming. Studies on several species
indicated that blood freezing points are slightly above prevailing sea water
temperature. Studies of sexual maturity are underway on four species of fish.
The under-water propulsion unit designed to get a line between two separate ice
holes beneath the ice was unsuccessful. However, a line was attached to a seal
and successfully carried under the ice 300 yards between two stations. This will
allow a wider variety of specimen collections not possible from a single hole.
University of Arizona: Over 130 seals have been tagged to allow
studies on the individual animals. Turtle Rock is being used as a study
area for problems dealing with the pups and their mothers. A series of body
temperatures was collected from both pups and adults, and a successful
technique devised for milking seals. Some of these milk samples are being
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more thorough analysis of specific compounds. Urine samples from nursing
females were also being collected for later analysis. Rates of heartbeats
at rest and immediately after dives have been obtained from seals. Depth
time records have been collected on two seals. Considerable observations
have been made from beneath the ice by the use of diving equipment.
CARTOGRAPHY
U.S. Geological Survey: The planned geodetic control in the mountains
of northeast Victoria Land was canceled with the damage to the UH-lB helicopters. While at Hallett Station the engineers assisted the Ohio State
biologists by preparing a detailed plane table topographic map with 1-foot
contour at scale 1":100 1 of the penguin rookery and skua nesting areas.
An effort was made to effect a geodetic tie between McMurdo Station
and the control network established last year at Cape Crozier. The completion of the work was halted by bad weather, but it is hoped that it can
be executed later this season.
Several solar observations were made at Byrd Station, and plans for
design of equipment to be used in the glaciological network from Byrd
Station were completed.
Topographic engineers included in the geological parties in the
Pensacola and Ellsworth Mountains are obtaining surface control required
for the compilation of maps.
U.S. Navy: The aerial photography program is being carried out this
season with the C-121J aircraft, and highest priorities are assigned to
the Pensacola Mountains and the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth Mountains.
Lower priority work includes the completion of photographic flight lines
in the more accessible Queen Maud Range and northern Victoria Land. areas.
During October and November, 11,000 square miles were photographed. This
included eighty-nine percent of the Queen Maud Range requirement, thirty
percent of the Balleny Islands, and one hundred percent of the Byrd-Mulock
Glacier area. Special photography completed included such in the Shackleton
Glacier and Mt. Weaver areas, photography taken for albeo studies, coverage
of the Cape Crozier penguinrOOi2ry and the Byrd-Mulock Glacier area, and
fourteen percent of the photography for ice movement studies in McMurdo
Sound. Bad weather aborted attempts to photograph in Victoria Land.
GEOLOGY
Ohio State Universit y : On the 7th of November, a four-man geological
party was flown to the Amundsen Glacier where a Jamesway unit was erected
about six miles from the landing site at the foot of the 400-foot high
Faulkner Escarpment. Work in November proceeded well under excellent weather
conditions. About 20 miles of the southern portion of the escarpment was
partially studied. At least five types of granitic rock were encountered
in the basement complex, and a metamorphic unit found in contact with the
granitic rock was also mapped and sampled. Eleven sections in the sedimentary

sequence measured on the southern half of the escarpment include a thin basement boulder bed, a dark shale and siltstone sequence, a thick succession of
cliff-forming sandstone and siltstone and finally a group of shale sandstone
and coal beds. Fossil plants were found in the uppermost unit but not in
the lower parts. Di.abase sills and dikes were common in all sections.
Glacial history was studied along the ridges and low slopes of the escarpment. A tentative history that has been worked out involves ancient
glaciation represented by erratics and drift up to 1000 to 2000 feet above
the present basin ice, a recent stage marked by lateral moraines when the
ice was 100 to 500 feet thicker than now, and finally fresh moraines caused
by recent subsidence and intense evaporation. Some quantitative work was
started on the rates of rock fall and cirque scour.
University of Minnesota: A major geological program in the Antarctic
summer is to take place in the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth Mountains, and
the initial party was located late in November at Camp Gould. Preparations for
the work were under way by the end of the month and some ice movement studies
had been started. Although the two Army helicopters which were to have worked
with this group through a major part of the summer season were damaged in
the storm at Hallett, replacement units were located and within a week were
being flown from the United States to New Zealand. Cold weather maintenance
required on these helicopters will delay their arrival in McMurdo and prevent
the proposed work in northern Victoria Land from being carried out, but the
units will be available as planned for the Ellsworth Mountain party.
U.S. Geological Survey: The northeast Victoria Land geological
program which was to have been accomplished with the use of two Army helicopters was canceled following damage to the two units during the early
November storm. Replacement units will not arrive in time to satisfactorily
complete this work and still meet the schedule of the University of Minnesota
group in the Ellsworth Mountains. It i"s contemplated that this program will
be reactivated in the 1964-65 summer period.
U.S. Geological Survey: The geological party that will concentrate
this summer's efforts in the Neptune Range of the Pensacola Mountains was airlifted directly from McMurdo by C-. 130 on the 24th of November. Geological,
glaciological and topographic surveys were well underway at the end of the
month. Remeasurements of movement stakes located in the Patuxent Range during last summer's operation are planned.
GLACIOLOGY
Ohio State University: The two-man glaciological party started operations late in November at the new Byrd Station with excavation of a tenmeter pit to be used for firm settling measurements.
U.S.Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory: At
McMurdo Sound glaciologists from CRREL completed shallow drilling operations
for crystallographic studies in the floating ice near the Dailey Islands.
The ice proved to be about 15 meters thick and fresh water was encountered at
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Some of the ice samples have been sent to the CRREL Laboratory at Hanover
for analysis.
With the arrival of the investigators at Byrd Station at the end of
November, plans were started for remeasurements of the deep drill hole at
the old Byrd Station and for deformation studies at the new Byrd Station.
GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS
University of Wisconsin: Seven airborne magnetic flights were
completed from McMurdo Station, six of these being across the mountain range
to the polar plateau while one was a local flight. A total of 7,884 miles
have now been covered. Right flights were voided or canceled due to bad
weather.
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey: See TRAVERSE OPERATIONS.
METEOROLOGY
Byrd Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: The average temperature of -19.4 0C (-30F)
was the warmest on record for November in the seven years of observations.
A new record was set for the highest minimum temperature, -30.0°C (-22.0°F).
The average height of 49 radiosondes, 29,262 in, included values from )i
severe weather releases averaging 22,161 in. Two experimental ozonesondes were
flown and results are now being tabulated.
The net change on 27 snow stakes was -0.9 cm.
Eights Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: The average temperature for November was

- 1 7 . 3 0C (17 F) and the average wind speed 13.7 knots. During the six winter

months, April to September 1963, inclusive, the average tempe'ature at Eights
Station was on1 about 1 0 C warmer than Byrd Station, -330C (-27. 4 0 F) compared
to _34 0 C (-29.2 F), despite the 1000 in difference in elevation. Part of
this was due to the infrequent high winds, the average speed for these
months being about 9 knots compared to 19 at the Byrd Station.
The change on 7 snow stakes was -2.0 cm.
Hallett Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: In a storm which continued from October 29
to November 8, the average wind speed was 24 miles per hour and gusts reached
97 mph. The past November records were broken for most of the surface observations, with the warmest average temperature -6.4 0C (20.4 0 F); the most
snowfall, 4.1 cm (1.6 in.); highest average wind speed, 10. 3 mph; and. greatest
sky cover, 1.3.

The average height of 54 radiosondes, 24,14.70 in, was exceeded only by the
average in March 196 3. The 1000-g severe weather balloons received in October
proved very successful during the stormy days and 6 of these averaged 25,994
in elevation. Three ozonesondes were also released in November.
McMurdo Station:
U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations
see Climat.)
U.S. Weather Bureau: Flights over the sea ice for albedo measurements were completed on November 21.
South Pole Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: Radiosonde observations at 1200 local time
were added in late November for support of flight operations. The average
height for 30 balloon releases was 29,490 m.
Five successful gammasonde flights were obtained. Radiation equipment and
Mast ozone equipment have been re-installed. The Dobson ozone spectrophôtoxueter
was recalibrated and operations are expected to resume next month.
The average net change on 50 snow stakes was +2..3 cm.
Wilkes Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau and Australian Meteorological Service: November
was a cold and windy month with new low records se for both the minimum and
the average temperature. The latter, -7.6°C (18.3 F) was about 2 0 C lower than
the previous record. Several storms occurred during the month and a gust of
108 mph was recorded on the 5th. The average height of the radiosonde balloons
was quite low as the supply of 1200-g balloons had been exhausted and the 600-g
balloons burst at low altitudes. Because of the low temperatures, little thaw
has occurred although snow sublimation is in evidence. Canpared with last
year, the temperatures aloft are warmer above 65 rub and colder below that
level. The mean winds above 500 mb were 30 to 40 knots higher than in
November 1962.
The Mast ozone equipment performed satisfactorily until the 29th when
reduction gears were stripped, damaging the air pump and burning out a
capacitor and resistor. Repairs are presently being attempted. Observations
on the Dobson equipment were suspended on several days due to heavy snowfall
and high winds. Two ozonesondes were flown but terminated at low altitudes
due to high winds and ground equipment problems.
The average net snow accumulation on 31 stakes from October 11 to
November 15 was +1.3 cm.
STATION SEISMOLOGY
Byrd. Station:
Coast & Geodetic Survey: A total of 114 seismic phases were

-9reported in November. Cables from the long-period seismometer to the recording
building, which had been installed over the snow surface, were cut for the
construction work at the geomagnetic building and will be reinstalled inside
the tunnel., with the cables for the short-period seismometer.
Hallett Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand Program): Considerable time
was spent on maintenance of the seismic equipment, including some repairs to
the mirrors which were warped,giving split traces on records.; and adjustments
to the crystal oscillator to reduce the timing errors.
The Sprengnether magnification is about 50,000 and the long-period magnification, 150. Some seimic activity resulted from the snowfalls which were
observed in the vicinity of the base.
South Pole Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey: Seismic operations were shut down a few
days for modifications and calibration. The power unit and programmer were
replaced and repaired. The long-period seismometers still require daily
adjustment.
Wilkes Station:
California Institute of Technology (Australian Observer): Some
problems developed in the Grenet galvanometer which had accumulated frost,
and with the Simplex timer which began losing badly and then failed completely.
This has been repaired and is now in operation. The equipment was clamped
during the big explosive charges for cleaning out an ice ramp for the supply
ship.
TRAVERSE OPERATIONS
Byrd Station:
University of Wisconsin and Coast and Geodetic Survey: An oversnow
traverse left Byrd Station on the 21st of November with the planned routing
east from Byrd Station to the Heritage Range; southeast to the Pensacola
Mountains; west to the Thiel Mountains, and then returning to Byrd Station.
The program includes altimetry, seismic refraction and reflection work, collection of ice samples, gravity and magnetic observations, and location of
some movement stakes at strategic points along the traverse. The geoniagnetician from the Coast and Geodetic Survey will take declinations, inclinations,
and total magnetic field intensity at overnight stops. At the end of
November, the party was 180 nautical miles from Byrd Station at 81036'S,
l02°l5 'W.
UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
General: Preparations for an extensive program in forward scatter were
started in November with work by the U.S. Navy Seabees on the antenna towers
at the McMurdo and Pole Stations. Continuous signals, at about 23 mc/s will
be transmitted and received at several sets of stations about 1000 km apart.
The program is designed to measure the time variations of cosmic rays impinging on the lower ionosphere during the period of low sunspot activity,
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1 964 -6 5 . The paths that are planned in which the U.S. will participate are
as follows:
Transmitter

Receiver

Byrd Station
Byrd. Station
McMurdo Station
Pole Station

McMurdo Station
Pole Station
Vostok Station (USSR)
Halley Bay Station (UK)

The U.S. program is a joint operation of the National Bureau of Standards,
where the equipment has been designed and built, and Bartol Research
Foundation, where the results will be analyzed.
Byrd Station:
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Using the Ruska magnetometer, the QEN and the Varian nuclear precession magnetcrieter, 10 sets of
absolute values of declination, 18 of horizontal field and 10 of total field
were obtained. Heavy construction equipment was moved into the geomagnetic
area in the last part of the month to begin the reconstruction of the arches
over the variations and calibration buildings. The magnetograph recordings
will be continued during this period but will not be included in the monthly
data.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The riometer
was in good operating conditions throughout the month, and daily calibrations
repeated well. Absorptions over 4.5 d1 were noted on November 9, 10, 11,
1)4 and 30.
Ionospheric Soundings 2 National Bureau of Standards: Numerical
values for foF2 were recorded 58 per cent of the time with missing values
attributed to blanketing by sporadic E, 7 per cent; absorption, 7 per cent
and spread echo 9 per cent. The sounder was shut down about three days
because of blasting in the tunnel area. The maximum foF2 value, 5.8 mc/s
occurred at 1400 local time and the minimum, 4.3 mc/s, at 0100 local time.
Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: The radio noise equipment operated only intermittently during November, the one operating generator
failing near the end of the month. Tile floor, a new work bench and some
large shelves have been added to the radio noise tower.
VLF and Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: The equipment
functioned properly after repair of the power supply unit on the 15th of
November. Active micropulsation events were noted on the 9th, 10th, 20th,
23rd and 24th of the month.
VLF-ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: The
program of the synoptic two minute per hour magnetic recorders will be
continued much the same as last winter. However, three-hour continuous
recordings will be extended to six hours per day to increase the sampling
of discrete VLF emissions, particularly the periodic phenomena. In the

- 11 Pacific Naval Laboratory program of recording inicropulsations and ELF, a fluxgate magnetometer will possibly be added. One multi-channel recorder will be
used to study correlations between various geophysical phenomena including
three components of mnicropulsations, three components of ELF, selected narrow
or wide bands of VLF, and magnetometer and photometer results.
Eights Station:
Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Various repairs and adjustments are being made on the equipment and the auroral tower is
being prepared for the coming season. The all-sky camera was used early in
November for a program of cloud study but this was discontinued on the 29th,
after various difficulties had been encountered.
Geornagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Some repairs were necessary
on the programmer power supply. The average of the absolute values taken in
November were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

32054.6'
21,083 g.
48,435 g.

No SSC events were noted.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The riometer
equipment worked satisfactorily.
V

VLF and Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: The micropulsation equipment was put into working operation near the end of the month in
time to record an event following a solar flare. This event was also indicated
by riometer absorption and VLF activity. A 500-foot antenna has been erected
for reception of WWV signals.
VLF, Stanford University: This program has been closed down and
equipment packed for trans-shipment to the Byrd Station.
Hallett Station:
Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland: The scintillator and neutron
monitor operations were nonnal, although the chassis for the latter was found
to be microphonic. Three hours' data have been lost due to numerous brief
station power failures and nearly three days of data were lost during construction of test equipment and necessary repairs. Construction has been
started on a thermostatically controlled plywood enclosure for the scintillator
and the connection of new power lines to the cosmic ray building. Normal calibration schedules have been followed.
Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): With the exception of some
minor troubles with the Brown recorder, this program has been continued.
Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America (New
Zealand Observer): The rioineter antenna, damaged by high winds in the early
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the Easterline-Angus recorder caused the loss of one day of records.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand
Observer): Conditions in the P2 region were not greatly disturbed in
November. Median noon and night criticals were 5.5 and 3.9 mc/s, respectively.
Fl echoes appeared regularly between 0900 and 1700 local time; very little
sporadic E was present. There has been sane loss of records due to electrical
maintenance work.
VLF, Stanford University (New Zealand Observer): Generally, VLF
activity was not very great. Approximately six days of records were lost
through various equipment problems and local power interruptions. Sane
problems have been encountered with the timing system.
McMurdo Station:
Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: Modification of the
digital barometer has been completed and this equipment is now in operation.
All of the meson telescope counters have been modified and an additional
change made to standardize the print time at e:tct1y 200 insec.
Ionospheric Absorptionppug1as Aircraft Company: The 50 mc/s
unit was put into operation during the month and all instruments have worked
excellently, The Dopploineter equipment has been returned to the United
States and will be installed at the conjugate point of McMurdo Station:
Shepherd Bay, Canada.
South Pole Station:
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Orientation tests were
carried out, resulting In the loss of about two days of operation. The
averages of the absolute determinations were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

27038.5'
15,917 g.
56,648 g.

Ionospheric Absorption,, National Bureau of Standards: A total of
48 absorption events were recorded during the month with a maximum activity
between the 6th and the 11th. Other days of high absorption were the 1st,
2nd and 3rd. There were nine days in which no events were recorded.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The C-3
ionosounder was shut down on the 8th of November for complete adjustments
and reconditioning. Sixty per cent of the tubes that ce tested required
replacement. The VFO was calibrated and peaked. The A.RX unit was realigned
and several components replaced.; repairs were also made in the ATX unit.
A new low frequency antenna was installed on a 100-foot high tower and placed
in service on November 28, permitting observations down to 0.3 mc/s. At
the end of the month the C-3 was running hourly sweeps and is now expected
to continue in operation without serious problems.

- 13 Radio Propagation, U. S. Army Signal Radio Propagation Agency: Measurements of electrical resistance of ice were made in the vicinity of South Pole
Station for comparison with similar data from Kainan Bay and Thule, Greenland.
VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards Observer):
Only five whistlers were recorded in the first half of the month, and both hiss
and chorus signals were weak. The 60-cycle standard power source failed on
the 18th and the program has not yet been put back into operation.
Wilkes Station:
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian Observer): The
roof of the magnetic building was slightly damaged in a blizzard and some
leaks have been evident with the coming of warm weather. The rapid-run magnetneter recording diiun continues to have intermittent problems although no
malfunction has been found.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian
Observer): The C- 11 ionosounder operated throughout the month without breakdown
and the only loss of data occurred during routine adjustments. Some spread was
noted at local midnight and some deviative absorptions near local noon.
FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS
McMurdo Station: Dr. Gennady Tarakanov, USSR meteorologist and exchange
scientist, returned from his visit to Byrd Station, and after brief trips to
Hallett and Pole Stations, prepared for his return to Russia. En route he is
planning to visit the International Antarctic Analysis Center at Melbourne,
Australia.

TABLE I - CLIMA.T FOR NOVEMBER
Byrd
Station
Temperature,
Average
Highest
Lowest
Station Pressure
(inches)
Average
Highest
Lowest
Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind.
Prevailing direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest mile (MPH)
Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy
No. days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile
No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes
No. Ozoneondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

-16.1

-11.1

-30.0

23.719
213.. 11.00
23-320
Tr.
Tr.
N

16.3
13.8
7.8
0
11

1963

Eights.
Station

Hallett
Station

McMurdo
Station

South Pole
Station -

Wilkes
Station

-17.3
-5.9

- 6.4.
+1.1

-

8.6
- 0.6
-22.2

-28. 14
-52.9

- 7.6
+ o.6
-22.2

-32.8

-15.0

27.718
29.99*
28.30*
0.11.2
7.1
S

13.7
67
7.9
1
9

19

20

8
13.9
29,262
2

10

28.865
29.13.8*
28.1+7*
0.13
1.6

28.871
29,659*
28.13.80*
0.13.1
13.

S
9.0
78

11.5

ENE

7.3
5
7
18

24
6

14.
51.
27,14.70

6
58
30,912

3

19,205

0

20.o66
20.386

19.8)4.5
Tr.
Tr.

NNE**

9.1
214.
3.8
18

-

14 -

1.05
10.5
E

13.0
91
6.8
5

13.

11
hi.

0

8
26
21+, 600
2
17,613.5

8
30
29,1+90
1

27,186

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level pressure
** North defined along 00 Greenwich

28.891
29.873*
28.163*

- 15 PUBLICATIONS
The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs
during November pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the
National Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:
CRAWELL, LUCY M., Arizona U. Endemism and isolation
in the Three Kings Islands, New Zealand--with notes
on pollen and spore types of the endemics. (Auckland
Institute and Museum records, Nov 6, 1962, vol. 5, parts
5 and 6, p. 215-232.)
GILLS, K. C., and J. K. ANGELL, U. S. Weather Bureau. A
Southern Hemisphere horizontal sounding system: A preliminary study. (American Meteorological Society
Bulletin, Nov 1963, vol. 44 ,, no. 11, p. 687-696.)
*NISSIM, H., and G. F. ROURKE, AVCO Corp. Computer methods
for handling the K and Q indices. Antarctic Research
and Data Analysis, Scientific report No. 10, Nov 15, 1963,
p.
*SATO, T., and G. F. ROURKE, AVCO Corp. Winter F-region
enhancements and ionization drifts in the Antarctic.
Antarctic Research and Data Analysis, Scientific report
No. 8, Nov 25, 1963, 67 p.
SCHMIDT, RICHARD A., et al, Wisconsin U. Surface features
Of metallic spherules (Science, Nov 1, 1963, vol. 142,
no. 3592, p. 581-582.) Other author: V. Venkatarainan,
M. L. Jackson and G. P. Woollard.
* Copies may be ordered from the Office of Technical Services,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230.

